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THE GRANARY
SITUATION OVERVIEW
The Granary, situated in one of Boulder’s newest boutique, north-side
areas, features contemporary styling with panoramic views of the Rocky
Mountains. To maximize the vistas, Integrity windows and French doors
were included in the plans. The windows and doors were the perfect
choice to provide the fit, sleek styling and durable finishes the owners
were looking for in this Colorado mountain neighborhood.
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INTEGRITY SOLUTION
Not only were Integrity windows and doors selected for their contemporary
styling and tough, exterior finish, but also the windows and doors were readily
available, which was not the case from another window manufacturer. The
outstanding service from the local Integrity dealer — along with the availability
of the windows and doors — was critical to keeping the project on schedule.
Integrity windows and doors are built tougher, last longer and
protect better.
•	Contemporary styling means that Integrity builds products for expansive
views, maximum light and clean lines with narrow profiles to offer design
flexibility for a sleek, modern look.
•	Ultrex’s exterior finish is a patented, mechanically bonded acrylic
cap finish — the first and only to be verified to AAMA 624-10 — which
means less chalking, fading, cracking, scratching, UV degradation
and maintenance.
•	Unmatched aesthetics, quality and reliability: tough, dependable,
non-corrosive and low-maintenance Ultrex fiberglass construction
makes Integrity windows and doors the best value for performance
and sustainability.
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Name: T he Granary
Location: Boulder, CO
Project Type: C
 ontemporary
Building Type: R
 esidential
Product Series: A ll Ultrex and
Wood-Ultrex
Product Types: I ntegrity Casement and
Awning, and Sliding
French Door
Builder/Remodeler: B
 oulder Home
Builders LLC
Architect/Designer: Dave Wickum and
Pocci Design Group
Dealer: S olar Glass Window and Door
Distributor: B
 MD

Call 1-888-419-0076
for the Integrity dealer nearest you,
or visit www.IntegrityWindows.com

